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Thank you for your enquiry about the Award Winning ‘Weezle Undersuit’ for dry suit divers. This is not only the
only undersuit to receive the Design Council Award and to be in the London Millennium Dome but also
to come in a combination of over 100 size, design and colour ways.  We believe we are THE specialists
in the area of Thermal Protection for the discerning diver, supplying both the Sports and Commercial
markets world-wide.

The suits come in two weights, Compact and Extreme suitable for a wide range of Dry Suits and diving conditions,
also one & two piece styles in a variety of colours, shown below.

 To ensure you get the correct size we work to your body measurements and foot size, please use the order from
included below.

The suits are made from a combination of fibres especially chosen for their individual qualities and for the unique
way in which they work together.  The suit has high thermal retention properties and conserves heat even when wet.
As the outer skin is made from Pertex, it is extremely waterproof and windproof, yet breathable, all significant
factors for a drysuit undersuit.  As perspiration and condensation, as well as leaking outer shells, are all causes of
trapped moisture, it is important for the undersuit to have the ability to wick this away from the body to the outer
layer thereby avoiding significant cooling of the diver’s body.  It is a regular occurrence that Weezle wearers are
unaware and untroubled by a damaged or leaking drysuit, until they de-kit when the suit will dry quickly between
dives.
The suit is comfortable to wear and well made to high a quality.  All Weezle suits come with knee length boots, cut
to commercial specifications, removing potential cold spots at the ankle, and a compression sack.  The sack & spider
system means that the suit can be compressed to an unbelievable size, making packing easier and far less bulky than
conventional ‘undies’.  A standard medium suit with boots will squash down to about the size of a large watermelon.
Many of our sales so far have been to technical divers, trainers and photographers as well as discerning sports divers, all of whom need
warmth, wicking, comfort and the ‘give’ that Weezle suits offer.

Other Products
  Underwater Rehydration Units
  Jackets & Fleeces
  Expel The Cuff Dump Accelerator
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US Price List – 2000

US Retail Price in Dollars $US

 One Piece Compact Suit only 275.00

One Piece Extreme Suit only 300.00

One Piece Extreme+ Suit only 350.00

Two Piece Compact Suit only 290.00

Two Piece Extreme Suit only 290.00

Boots 60.00

Weezle Suit Specifications – Imperial
Size Waist Hip Chest Torso Arm Leg Foot Size
Ex. Small 30” 38” 37” 27” 22” 27.5” Sm 4-6
Small 33” 40” 39” 28” 23.5” 28” Sm 4-6
Small Long 33” 40” 39” 29.5” 23.5” 28” Med 7-9
Med 40” 44” 43” 30” 25” 30” Med 7-9
Med Long 40” 44” 43” 32” 25” 30” Large 10-12
Large 42” 48” 46” 33” 26” 32” Large 10-12
Large Long 42” 48: 46” 34” 26” 32” XL 13-15
Extra Large 46” 50” 52” 36” 27.5” 34” XL 13-15



Frequently Asked Questions

• Will I need to wear more weight?
No.  In fact we get reports back from lots of divers who have actually taken weight off their belts.

• What should I wear underneath it?
Nothing, or as little as you are comfortable wearing. The wicking properties of the suit work best when in direct contact with
the skin. Any layers between the skin and the suit will soak up moisture, hindering it's removal resulting in a cooling effect.

• Which weight of undersuit should I buy?
This depends on the type of diving you do and how much you are effected by the cold. The thermal properties of the Compact
exceed those of traditional undersuits whereas the Extreme breaks the boundaries of undersuit manufacture and suitable
extremes up to & for ice diving. Many of our retailers only stock the Compact as they feel this is all that is required. Even
though the Extreme is slightly more bulky, it is still more flexible than most undersuits, so movement is not restricted.

• While waiting to dive, will I overheat in the one of these undersuits?
No. If you squeeze the air out of your drysuit, effectively vacuum packing yourself, you can alter the thermal properties of the
suit to your liking.

• Will I be able to get it underneath my membrane/neoprene drysuit?
Yes.  If you can get a traditional undersuit on under your drysuit, you can get a Weezle suit on.
The Weezle suits compress down to an unbelievable size and yet expands to fill any gaps resulting in it being the most effective
piece of thermal protection underclothing on the market.

• Why isn't it quilted?
The need to quilt the undersuit has been carefully designed out of the suit. Quilting restricts the free migration of air around the
suit hindering it's removal when dumping is required.
Another reason why quilting has been omitted from the suit is that at every point where there is stitching, a cold spot occurs. By
making the material self-supporting the need for quilting, and therefore cold spots, is removed.

• Will the filling move around?
No. When the filling was designed it was made to be self-supporting to remove the need for quilting. We have several suits that
have been seriously "used and abused" and none of them have shown any sign of breaking up.

• Is it machine washable?
Yes.  Instructions are given on the care label sewn into one of the inner seams.

• Will I have to cut holes in it for my cuff/shoulder dump?
No.  This above all was a major design requirement of the suit. Air must be able to migrate through and around the suit with
minimal restriction. The action of cutting holes in undersuits or replacing sections with netting reduces the thermal properties of
the undersuit. In the case of a cuff dump, removing a section of the undersuit to assist air dumping, occurs at a point where your
blood is closest to the surface.

• How Can I Order?
Simply contact us by e-mail or fax your order form to us or telephone us on (+44) (0) 1535 655380
We accept Cheques made out to Weezle Diving Services Ltd.  Most credit Cards Access, MasterCard, Visa & Switch (not
American Express)
The cost, is; £123.00 for the one piece, £140.00  (ex. VAT) for the two piece, & includes boot & compression sack , charged
at the current exchange rate plus package & posting of a maximum charge of £20.00 per suit to anywhere in the world.

• Any other Questions?
Contact us by mail at the address on the header page, telephone, as above and by fax on (+44) (0) 468069082
Or E-mail at H&P@weezle-diving.com



Order Form
Your Details
Name

Address

Post/Zip Code

Telephone Number

E-mail

Payment Credit Card Type Number

Issue Expiry Date

Suit Choice
(circle preference)

Style One Piece Two Piece

Weight Compact Extreme

Colour Black Red Yellow Blue

Measurements Imperial or Metric

Waist

Hip

Chest/Bust

Arm Length

Inside Leg

Torso

Shoe Size


